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1. signatory (noun) – the person who signed an official document/agreement. 
2. address (verb) – attend to, tackle, deal with. 
3. sought past and past participle of seek (verb) – ask for, request, call on. 
4. curtail (verb) – lessen, reduce, decrease. 
5. pull out (phrasal verb) – withdraw, leave, get out. 
6. amp up (verb) – to make something stronger; energize, stimulate, quicken. 
7. rhetoric (noun) – bombast, loftiness, hyperbole/extravagant language. 
8. sanctions (noun) – action taken, or an order given to force a country to obey international laws 

by limiting or stopping trade with that country, by not allowing economic aid for that country, etc 
(Courtesy: VOA Learning English). 

9. curtail (verb) – reduce, decrease, lessen. 
10. hardliner (noun) – a group/a political party with people who support a strict ideas and they 

are extreme & uncompromising. 
11. dynamics (noun) – basic/fundamental cause or force which trigger change within a system. 
12. waiver (noun) – renunciation, abandonment, rejection/deferral. 
13. enriched (adjective) – relating to more powerful or explosive Uranium made by increasing the 

composition of uranium-235 isotope through the process of isotope separation. 
14. heavy water (noun) – water containing deuterium instead of normal hydrogen used as 

a moderator/coolant in nuclear reactors. 
15. shield (verb) – protect, safeguard, secure. 
16. resume (verb) – restart, start again, come back to. 
17. enrichment (noun) – the method of making more powerful or explosive Uranium by increasing 

the composition of uranium-235 isotope through the process of isotope separation. (The 
process of concentrating the U-235). 

18. grievance (noun) – complaint, criticism, objection/protest. 
19. calibrate (verb) – carefully assess, regulate, adjust. 
20. compliant with (adjective) – in accordance with, in agreement with, in conformity with. 
21. unravel (verb) – resolve, solve, uncover/unfold. 
22. barter system (noun) – an old method of exchange. This system has been used for centuries 

and long before money was invented. People exchanged services and goods for other services 
and goods in return. 

23. circumvent (verb) – avoid, evade/dodge, bypass/sidestep. 
24. mainstay (noun) – central component, chief support, backbone. 
25. stick to (phrasal verb) – abide by, adhere to, cling. 
26. escalate (verb) – increase, heighten, accelerate. 
27. hostilities (noun) – fighting, conflict, war. 
28. brinkmanship (noun) – the practice of trying to achieve an advantageous results by engaging 

in a dangerous issue or event to the edge of safety, especially in politics. by pushing dangerous 
events. 

29. stand up to (phrasal verb) – defy, confront/challenge, oppose openly. 
30. unilateral (adjective) – relating to a method of taking decisions (on international relations) by a 

state (country) individually without considering other states (countries). 
31. come up with (phrasal verb) – produce, propose, suggest. 
32. exacerbate (verb) – make worse, worsen, aggravate, compound. 
33. precedent (noun) – (previous) example/instance, model, exemplar. 
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Deal in danger: on Iran and nuclear deal 

Time is running out for European signatories to the nuclear pact to address Iran’s 

concerns 

Iran’s decision to reduce its commitments under the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, which 

sought to curtail its nuclear capabilities, is more of a warning than a move to break the nuclear 

deal. Iran has been under economic and political pressure since President Donald Trump pulled the 

U.S. out of the deal a year ago. The U.S. has since amped up its anti-Iran rhetoric and reimposed 

sanctions. While President Hassan Rouhani clinched the agreement in 2015 despite opposition from 

hardliners, his promise was that it would help lift sanctions, providing relief to Iran’s economy. But 

the economic benefits did not last even three years, weakening Mr. Rouhani’s position in Iran’s 

complex power dynamics. With the U.S. having ended the sanctions-waiver it had given to certain 

countries, including India, on purchasing Iranian oil, from the first week of May, the Iranian economy 

has come under more pressure. It is in this context that Mr. Rouhani announced the suspension of 

some of the restrictions in the deal. 

Iran will immediately stop shipping out excess enriched uranium and heavy water. Mr. Rouhani has 

given 60 days to other signatories to find solutions to shield Iran’s banking and oil sectors from U.S. 

sanctions. In theory, excess enriched uranium and heavy water allow Iran to expand its nuclear 

programme, but it hasn’t announced any such plan. The big threat is that it will resume higher levels of 

enrichment to build weapons unless its grievances are addressed in 60 days. Iran’s response may 

appear to be calibrated. It hasn’t quit the deal as the U.S. did. And its concerns are genuine as it is 

being punished even as it is compliant with the terms of the agreement. But Iran’s move to put the 

remaining signatories on notice could be the start of the formal unravelling of the deal. European 

countries have been working on a mechanism, which is still in the initial stages, that allows Europe to 

trade with Iran through a barter system avoiding the dollar and circumventing sanctions. But it hasn’t 

covered oil trade, the mainstay of Iran’s economy. If Europe doesn’t do enough in 60 days and Iran 

sticks to its threat, the deal will collapse, giving more reason to the U.S. to escalate hostilities. It has, 

among other things, deployed an aircraft carrier and a bomber squad to the Gulf. A practical 

alternative would be for Iran to end this brinkmanship and deepen cooperation with other signatories 

instead of breaking the deal. Europe, on its part, should stand firmly up to the U.S.’s unilateral threats 

and pressure, and come up with ways to help Iran. A collapse of the deal would not only exacerbate 

the Iran nuclear crisis but also set a bad precedent in international diplomacy. 

https://www.thehindu.com/tag/330-244/iran/?utm=bodytag
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